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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to state the connection between an explicit 
formula of idempotents of the Burnside rings of a finite group and some 
induction theorems in representation theory of finite groups. The study in 
this direction has its origin in Solomon’s paper [ 131, in which he found that 
primitive idempotents in the Burnside ring Q @ Q(G) of a finite group G 
could be presented by the Mobius function of the poset of conjugate classes 
of subgroups of G and that the formula implies Artin’s induction theorem in 
the explicit form by Brauer [3]. Following him, Conlon gave another kind of 
idempotent formula and show that many induction theorems, similar to 
Artin’s one, result for representation rings [ 15 1. 
In this paper, we first give an explicit formula of idempotents of the 
Burnside ring by using the Mobius function of the subgroup lattice instead of 
the poset of conjugate classes of subgroups (Theorem 3.1). This improvement 
makes calculations of Burnside rings simpler and produces some 
applications. As the first application, we obtain an alternate proof of a 
generalization of Brown’s theorem [4, lo] for the Euler characteristic of the 
poset of nontrivial p-subgroups of a finite group (Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3). 
Second, using our formula of idempotents, we obtain Dress induction 
theorem [ 71: 
THEOREM 4.2 [ 71. Let z be a set of primes and X a family of subgroups 
of G. Let RXX be the family of subgroups H of G such that OP(H) is 
conjugate to a subgroup of X for some p in 7~ and X E Z. Then for each a in 
a(G), there exist pi E Q(Y,), Yi E &“,X (i = 1, 2,...) and y E a(G) such that 
IGI,,a=CiPF+yandyx=OforeveryXE,X. 
The Dress induction theorem is a very excellent result by which we can 
reduce the proof of many induction theorems [12, 9.1, 10.5, 12.5, 12.6, 17.21 
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to hyperelementary cases. The proof given in this paper is more complex 
than original one by Dress. But an advantage of our proof is that we can 
calculate explicitly pi and y from a. For example, Artin’s induction theorem 
for the character ing is presented as follows: 
COROLLARY 4.5 [3]. Let x be a character of G, then 
where D and H are taken over cyclic subgroups of G and p is the Mlibius 
function. 
In Section 2, we prepare some definitions and basic results about Burnside 
rings and posets. In Section 3, we state basic result in this paper 
(Theorem 3.1) which gives the explicit formula of primitive idempotents of 
localizations of the Burnside ring. As a corollary, we have a generalization 
of Brown’s theorem stated above. The proof in this paper is like neither 
Brown’s one nor Quillen’s one. In Section 4, we derive a proof of the Dress 
induction theorem from the formula of idempotents. 
Notation. In this paper we use standard notation in finite group theory. 
The cardinarity of a set X is denoted by 1x1 or #X. Let rr be a set of primes 
and p a prime. Then for any natural number n, we deote by n, the r-part of 
n and by nP the p-part of n. 
G always denotes a finite group. H < G means that H is a subgroup of G. 
If A and B are subgroups of G, we write A &B if a G-conjugate of A is 
contained in B. If X is a subgroup of G, NJX) denotes the normalizer of X 
in G. The set of conjugate classes of G is denoted by C(G). If H is a 
subgroup of G, we write (H) for the set of subgroups conjugate to H in G. 
For a subset X of G and an element g of G, we set Xg :=g-‘Xg. 
For a prime p and a set rt of primes, OP(G) (resp. S”(G)) denotes the 
minimal normal subgroup of G by which quotient group is a p-group (resp. 
solvable n-group). In particular OP(G) = SIP’(G). For the sake of 
convenience, we set OP(G) = G for p = 0. G is called to be x-perfect provided 
S”(G) = G, that is, G has no nontrivial solvable n-groups as quotient groups. 
L and Q denote the ring of rational integers and the field of rational 
numbers. Set 
z (n, := {a/b E Q ) b is a rc’number }. 
This is a subring of Q in which all rP-numbers are invertible. We allow 72 to 
be the empty set. In this case our conventions are that ZCR, = Q, S”(G) = G, 
and every group G is n-perfect. 
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After this paper was submitted for publication some closely related work 
appeared in a paper by David Gluck: Idempotent formula for the Burnside 
algebra with applications to the p-subgroup simlicial complex, Illinois J. 
Math. 25 (1981), 63-67. Gluck’s paper contains the idempotent formula of 
Theorem 3.1 in the special case that 71 is the empty set, and it contains the 
application to Brown’s theorem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A. Burnside rings. References: tom Dieck [5], Dress [6. 71. 
Let G be a finite group. The set of G-isomorphism classes of finite G-sets 
becomes a commutative semi-ring Q+(G) with identity by direct sums and 
Cartesian products. The Grothendieck ring Q(G) of 0 +(G) is called the 
Burnside ring of G. For a finite G-set X, let [X] be its image in a(G). Then 
Q(G) is, as an additive group, free with basis ([G/H] ] (H) E c(G)}, where 
C(G) is the set of conjugate classes of subgroups of G. Let fi(G) = 
n (H)EC(C) Z. For a set x of primes we set 
Q,(G) := EC,, Oz WG), 
fin(G) := Zcnj C@(G) = fl EC,,. 
W)EC(C) 
If rr is empty, our convention is Z,q, = Q and we use the otation R,(G), 
&(G) for the corresponding rings. For any subgroup H of G and any G-set 
X, we write XH for the H-fixed point set ofX. Then we have a ring 
homomorphism 
h :Q,(G) -+ H,,, : IX1 ++ IX”I. 
Conjugate subgroups give the same homomorphism. Let 
4 := L; 4” :Q,(G) -+ %(G) 
be the product of eH, (H) E C(G). The following lemma is basic for the 
study of Burnside rings. 
LEMMA 2.1 [6, 71. The ring homomorphism 0 is a monomorphism. 
Next we want to know the structure of the prime ideal spectrum of the 
Burnside ring. For each subgroup U of G and each prime ideal p* of Z,lI,, 
we set 
11,(K P*) := l-u E f&(G) I $rr(x) E P*}, 
so that ‘Q,(U, p*) is a prime ideal of R,(G). 
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LEMMA 2.2 [6]. (1) Every prime ideal of L?,(G) has the form 
V,,(lJ, p*) for some U and p*. 
(2) ‘p,JU, p*) = ‘p,(V, p*) ifand only ifOp is conjugate to Op(V) 
in G, wherepZ=p*nZ. 
(3) Two prime ideals Cp,(U,p*) and ‘$JV, p*) are in the same 
connected component of Spec Q,(G) if and only tf ST(U) and S”(V) are 
conjugate. The connected components of Spec R,(G) are thus in one-to-one 
correspondence with the conjugate classes of x-perfect subgroups of G. 
(4) The number of primitioe idempotents of B,(G) is equal to the 
number of conjugate classes of x-perfect subgroups of G. 
The statement of this lemma is a little more general than Propositions 1 
and 2 in [6], but its proof is similar. About (4), remember that there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between primitive idempotents of R,(G) and 
connected components of Spec QJG) [2,2.4.3]. A direct proof of (4) in case 
x consists of a single prime p is found in [5, 1.41. About (2), if p = 0, our 
convention is Op(U) = U. 
We state the functorial properties of Burnside rings. First let H be a 
subgroup of G and g an element of G. Define three homomorphism between 
Z,,,-modules as follows: 
Indg: R,(H) -+ a,(G): [X] I+ [G xH X], 
Resg: R,(G) -+ R,(H): [Y] I+ [ YH], 
Con&: Q,(H) + L?,(ZfK): [X] H [g-IX], 
where G XH X is the quotient of G x X with respect to (g, x) - (gh, h-lx) 
(h E H), Y, is the H-set by restriction of the group action, and g-‘X is the 
Hg-set which consists of symbols g-lx (x E X). Then clearly Resg and Con; 
are ring homomorphisms. If D is a subgroup of H and E is a subgroup of G, 
then 
Ind$: [H/D] t, [G/D], 
Resg: [G/E] FP gEEE,H W/H n EgL 
Congi: [H/D] F+ [Hg/Dg]. 
Next let N be a normal subgroup of G with quotient subgroup G = G/N. If 
Y is a G-set, then we can regard Y as a G-set. If X is a G-set, then the N- 
fixed point set XN is naturally a G-set. Thus we have two ring 
homomorphisms 
Inf: n,(G) -+ R,(G): [Y] ++ [Y], 
Pr: O,(G) + L?,(G): [X] t, IX”]. 
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If H is a subgroup of G and fl= HN/N, then 
-- 
Inf: [G/H] ++ [G/H] if NcH, 
-- 
\ [G/HI Pr: [G/H] b )O 
if NcH 
otherwise. 
B. Posers (=partially ordered sets). References: Aigner [ 11, Quillen [lo], 
Rota [ 111. 
Let P be a finite poset. We use the standard notation, as in [ 1, Sect. 4.11 
for certain functions in the incidence algebra of P: the Zeta function [, the 
Miibius function ,u := [-I, and the Chain-function q := < - 6, where 6 is the 
Knonecker delta. The products of functions on P x P are defined by 
(f * g)(x, 4’) := C, f (x, t) g(t, y). The function 6 is defined by c(x, 11) = 1 if 
x < y and ((x, ~7) = 0 otherwise. 
The Euler characteristic x(P) of P is defined to be the Euler characteristic 
x(CP) of the simplicial complex CP associated to P [lo]. 
LEMMA 2.3. x(p) = ~,.yEp&, y). 
ProoJ Set cfk := xX,gep qk(x, u). Since qk(x, J) equals the number of 
x, jl-chains of length k [ 1, Proposition 4.81, we see that ak is the number of 
k-simplexes of CP. Thus the lemma follows from the fact that ,U = 
CkaO (-l)k qk [ 1, Corollary 4.121. 
LEMMA 2.4. If the poset P has a unique minimal element 0, then 
x(P)= 1 andxV’- {O))= 1 -CXEP~(O,x). 
This follows easily from Lemma 2.3 and the definition of the Mobius 
function. 
3. IDEMPOTENTS IN BURNSIDE RINGS 
Let G be a finite group and let ,u denote the Mobius function of the 
subgroup lattice of G. Let p,(G) E C(G) be the set of conjugate classes of n- 
perfect subgroups of G. For a subgroup D of G and a n-perfect subgroup H 
of G, set 
L?%(H) := SC,(G, H) := (S < G ) F(S) = H), 
A(D,H) := 2 ,u(D,S). 
SE.YJH) 
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Note that if A(D, H) # 0, then Sx(D) < H and D <N,(H). Now for each A- 
perfect subgroup H of G, we set 
1 
-c- 
e”H := I~cWl D$c(H) 
IDI WA WIG/D]. 
Clearly e;;,, = e;,K if (H) = (K). In particular when II is empty, we have that 
Qn,(G)=Qo(G), PI(G) = C(G) and ,.S‘ff(H) = (H} for every subgroup H 
of G. Thus 
B 1 eG.H := eG,H = ,NG(H), D;H lDlP(@ W[GIDl* 
The following theorem is basic in this paper. 
THEOREM 3.1. (ez,H I (H) E p,(G)} is the set of all primitive idem- 
potents of C!,(G). Thus, in particular, 
=o otherwise. 
Proof: Case 7c = 0. In this case we must show that (eC,H ( (H) E C(G)} is 
the complete set of primitive idempotents of Qc(G). Since $: an,(G) + Go(G) 
is an injective ring homomorhism (Lemma 2.1) and these two rings have the 
same dimensions as Q-vector spaces, we have that 4: Qo(G) --) a,(G) is an 
isomorphism of rings. Thus it will suffice to show the following: 
gdeG,H) = ’ if (H)=(K) 
(1) 
=o otherwise. 
Using the zeta function < of the subgroup lattice, we have that 
hc([GIDl) = I(G/D)K I 
=#{gEGIKRCD}/IDI 
481/80.1-7 
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By the definition of the Mobius function. 
=l if (H)=(K) 
=o otherwise, 
proving (1). 
General Case. Let H be a x-perfect subgroup of G. Set N := N,(H) and 
,Y := Yn(G, H). Since H is a characteristic subgroup of every S in jc’, we 
have that N,(S) is contained in N for every S in 9 and that two members S 
and T of 9” are conjugate in G if and only if they are conjugate in N. Let 
(S,, S, ,...} be a complete set of representatives of G-conjugate classes of 9‘. 
Then 
\’ e 
1 
T 
G,Si = s;9 (N: NG(S)( eG*S 
= e;.H. (2) 
Thus each eE,H is an idempotent of no(G) and furthermore e;,H = e;,K if 
and only if (H) = (K). By Lemma 2.2(4), the number of the idempotents of 
R,(G) equals ) Pn(G)l and it also equals the number of idempotents of R,(G) 
of the form e;,,, and so in order to prove that each eEqH is a primitive idem- 
potent of R,(G), it will suffice to show the following: 
(3) Every idempotent of R,(G) is the sum of some (distinct) idem- 
potents of the form e;,,,. 
We will show (3). Take any idempotent e of R,(G), so that e is the sum of 
some distinct idempotents of Q&G). For each subgroup H of G, since dH is a 
ring homomorphism, we see that qH(e) = 0 or 1. Let IH be the set of 
conjugate classes (H) of subgroups of G such that 4,(e) = 1. Then (1) 
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implies that e is the sum of eG,H, (I-Z) E IH. Now let H be a subgroup of G. 
Then by the definition of the prime ideal ‘$,(H, piI,,,), we have that (H) E IH 
if and only if e E ‘p,(H, pZ,,,), where p E 71 U (0). Let p E 72. Since 
‘I),(H, pZ~,,)=~P,(OP(H),pZ,,,) by Lemma 2.2(2), we see that HE IH if 
and only if OP(H) E IH. Thus (H) E IH if and only if (S*(H)) E IH. Since 
S”(H) is always x-perfect, this means that 
IH = u {.YJH) ) (H) E IH n PJG)} (disjoint union), 
and so we have that e is the sum of eE,H, (H) E IH n PJG), proving (3), and 
hence the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let H be a n-perfect normal subgroup of G and D a 
subgroup of G. Then 
l(D, H) = x ,u(D, S) = 0 (mod I WD) :D IJ 
S 
where S ranges over subgroups S of G with S”(S) = H. 
ProoJ: The coefficient of [G/D] in ezaH E n,(G) is 
and so A(D, H) E I N,(D) : D Ix Z, as required. 
COROLLARY 3.3 [4, lo]. Let 9; be theposet of nontrivialp-subgroups of 
the Jnite group G for a prime p. Then the Euler characteristic x(Y,) = 1 
(mod I G I,). 
This follows directly from Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 3.2 with H = D = 1 
and rr= {p}. 
Remark. There is another proof of the theorem in the case where R is 
empty. We will show that eGmH, (H) E C(G), are pairwise orthogonal idem- 
potents. For subgroups D and E of G, we have that 
(1) [G/D] . [G/E] = \‘ 
&%DTGlE 
[G/Dg n E] 
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Let H and K be subgroups of G. By the idempotent formula and (l), we have 
the following (nH := IN,(H)/): 
= nHlnK ‘;‘ lD”nEl~(D,H)~(E,K)[G/DRnE] 
DY:g 
z &$fnK v IFI s 
F(G 
s 
KEG D<H.E<K 
PU(Q W~(6 K) ) [G/FL 
DYnE =F 
Thus to prove that e,,,e,,, = ec,” if (H)= (K) = 0 if (H)# (K), it will 
suffke to show the following: 
(3) -K- F‘ 
gFG @‘n-&=F 
P(D’, Hg) ,@, K) = nH . iu(F, K) if (H)=(K) 
=o if W) f W), 
where D’ runs over subgroups of Hg and E runs over subgroups of K. 
This follows from the following general result: 
(4) In a lower semi-lattice, if a, b, c are three elements, then 
y ,4x, a) p(y, b) = &a, b) cl(c, b). 
*Ay=c 
Let f(c) be the left side of the equality. Then by the property of the Mobius 
functions, we have that 
(C * f)(z) = x f(c) = J(a, 6) AZ, b). 
C>Z 
The Mobius inversion yields (4). 
Next we collect some formulas about idempotents of the Burnside ring. 
LEMMA 3.4. 
tl) #K(eG,H)= ’ if W) = W) 
=o otherwise. 
(2) eG.HX = htX) eG,H for x E O.(G). 
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where a(D) := #(E E (H) 1 E 2 D}. 
t4) %.H = ” (D)zsG) 
(5) e;,, = z eo.s, where (S) ranges over (S) E G(G) with 
P(S) = H. 
(6) ieG,H ( (H) E C(G)} is a Q-base of R,(G). The h-submodule of 
R,(G) generated by {eo,H ] (H) E C(G)} equals to the Z-submodule 
generated bjj (IN,(H):HI-‘[G/H] ] (H) E C(H)}, and it is sent 
isomorphically onto R(G) by 4. 
Proof (1) and (5) were proved in the proof of Theorem 3.1. (2) follows 
from (1) and the injectivity of 4 (Lemma 2.1). Parts (3) and (4) follow from 
the definition of eGaH and a property of the Mobius function. The first 
statement follows from comparing the dimensions and the remainder from 
(3) and (4). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let H, K be subgroups of G. Then the following hold: 
(1) Indg(e,.,) = IN,(H) :N,(H)I eGsH if H < K. In particular, ec,H E 
Ind~(J?o(K)) tf and only tf H <o K. 
c2) Res%kH) = ,&, e: D? where (D) ranges over {(D) E C(K) 1 D E 
(H) E C(G)}. In particular, Re&(eGqH) = 0 if and only if H 4, K. 
(3) Conk(ei.H) = e;a,HP. 
The proof is easy. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let N be a normal subgroup of G and H a subgroup of G. 
For each subgroup K of G, set K := KNIN. Then the following hold: 
(1) 1WE.d = L, e&, where (K) ranges over (K) E [P,(G) with 
KN = HN. 
c2) Pr(e:.H) = ehi if Y(HN) = H 
=o otherwise. 
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Proof: We denote by $ the fixed point function of G, so that 
&: n,(c) -9 Q: [ Yl k+ Y”. 
Then we have that for subgroups U and V of G. 
MInf 41) = &tv), Y E &da 
cmr xl = hd-~), x E O.(G). 
When 7c is empty, the lemma follows from Lemmas 3.4(l) and 2.1. The 
general case follows from Lemma 3.4(5). 
Finally we consider the relation with the character ing. Let R(G) be the 
character ing of the finite group G and set 
R,(G):=Z,,,@,R(G)GR.(G):=Q@,R(G). 
Then giving each G-set its permutation character, we obtain a ring 
homomorphism 
ch: R,(G) + R,(G): [G/H] I+ 1;. 
This map commutes with Ind, Res, Con (and also Inf, Pr, etc.). Set 
EG.H := ch(e,.,) E R.(G), 
E;,,, := ch(e;,,) E R,(G). 
Of course by the definition, 
LEMMA 3.7 [13j. 
(1) E G,H = E;.~ = 0 if H is noncyclic. 
(2) &GdX) = ' if W = C(x)> 
=o otherwise. 
(3) G&)= 1 if VU = ((XL) 
=o otherwise, 
where (x)~ I is a unique Hall &-subgroup of the cyclic subgroup (x) 
generated by x. 
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Remark. By Lemma 2.4, 1 - A(D, H) is the Euler characteristic of the 
following poset (by inclusion): 
ww >D := {S < N,(H) 1 S”(S) = H, D < S # D). 
4. DRESS INDUCTION THEOREM 
Let rr be a set of primes and .X a family of subgroups of a finite group G. 
We define 
I@?, 3’) := K’ Im Indi c R(G), 
X-2 
K(f?, XJ := (-) Ker Res: E R(G). 
.yEJ 
Similarly we define 1(a, 3) and K(a, X) for any G-functor P in the sense of 
Green [9, 141. We will use only P= R or Q, or R, the character ring. Let 
[%I’ be the subconjugate closure of .X: 
[~jG:=(YnjgEG,Y<XforsomeXEA:‘). 
Then clearly 
Z(R, S) = Z(f2, [SF]“), K(R, s-) = K(R, [s-I”). 
LEMMA 4.1. an,(G) n Z(QR,, .Z) = Z(Q,, .S). 
Proof This follows ‘from the fact that 1(f2,, 3’) is the Q-vector space 
with basis ((D) E C(G) 1 D E [Xl”}. 
We define 
2$-F := (H < G 1 OP(H) E [CT]” for some p in rr}. 
The following result is known as Dress induction theorem [7, Sect. 7; 
5. Chap. 61. 
THEOREM 4.2. (GI,,B(G)cZ(n,_~~)+K(~,~). 
To prove this theorem, we use the following theorem. We set 
YvS := (S < G 1 S”(S) E [S]“}. 
Then clearly 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let H be a x-perfect subgroup of G. Then 
(1) H4 [-SIG ifand only fIGl,,e;.,E K(R,.K), 
(2) HE [S]” ifand only ifIGl,,e~.,EZ(R,.;/;~). 
Proof Set 
c.9’ := ;C,(G, H) = (S < G 1 S”(S) = H}. 
Then clearly, 
H6Z [X]” if and only if 5‘. n ,7,X is empty; 
HE [.S]” if and only if 9 z ,U;..K. 
On the other hand, Lemma 3.4(5) yields that 
where (S) is taken over (S) E C(G) with S E $5‘. Thus it follows from 
Lemma 3.5(1,2) that 
(a) H & [.$]” if and only if (G/,, e;,H E K(Ro, ,zK), 
(b) HE [,F]” if and only if ]G],, ezqH E I(Ro, .?,.X). 
By the defnition of ezsH, we see clearly that /G] ez*, E R(G), and so 
IGl.4h E ICI,’ R(G) nfl,(G) = O(G). 
Hence by Lemma 4.1, (1) or (2) of the theorem holds according as (a) or (b) 
holds. The theorem is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Since &.X~ is the union of XPX, p E 71, we have 
that 
IGl,sfl(G)= x IGl,sQ(G). 
Pen 
Thus in order to prove the theorem, we may assume that rr = {p} for a 
prime p. Then Pp.X = .9i.X. By Theorems 4.3, 3.1, we have that 
IG/p4i.H E K(L?, d-) if H 4 [.a-]“. 
IG/,,dL E Z(O, jzp,X) if HE [.X1”. 
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Since K(R, Z) and l(O,ZPZ) are both ideals of R(G), we conclude that 
IGI,,O(G) G K(R,X) + z(n,&‘c%-). 
The theorem is proved. 
Remark. The Dress induction theorem for an arbitrary G-functor 
follows from the Dress induction theorem 4.1 for the Burnside functor. 
THEOREM 4.1’ (Dress (71). Let (JI, r,p, a) be a G-functor. Then 
(1) ]G],, P(G)cIZ(~,~~~)+K(~,.~‘), 
(2) IGI,,(Z(~,.X‘)nK(~,~~.~-))=O. 
To prove this theorem, using Theorem 4.1 note that 
1% an(G)= IGI.,Q(G) . e(G) 
c Z(12,Xn.S-). a(G) + K(R,.X‘) . a(G) 
G Z(a, 2y--) + K(a, S) 
and 
The following formula represents explicitly I G],. eP,,, (H E [-X-J”) as an 
element of Z(J2,2$X). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let H be a p-perfect subgroup of G for a fixed prime p and 
let Q be a subgroup of N := N,(H) such that Q/H is a Sylow p-subgroup of 
N/H. Set 
where (D) runs ouer (D) E C(N) with D s Q. Then INIp, hf, E n(Q) and 
4i.H = Indg(hL). 
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Proof The first statement follows from Corollary 3.2. Next we have that 
= ( N : N,hr(D)j [G/D] 
(Remember that A(D. H) = 0 if Op(D) g H or D @ N). The lemma is proved. 
Remark. Because it is possible to be N-conjugate but not Q-conjugate, 
&I, depends in general on the choice of representatives of (D) E g(N). 
Now, as an example we take the character ring R(G). Let .K be the set of 
all cyclic subgroups of G. Then clearly K(R,.X) = 0. By Lemma 3.7, 
where (C) runs over the conjugate classes of cyclic subgroups of G. By 
Theorem 4.3, if C is a cyclic p’subgroup and Q = Q(C) is a subgroup of 
N := NF(C) such that Q/C is a Sylow p-subgroup of N/C, then 
IGI,, G.c E Indg(R (Q)). 
Of course, Q is p-hyperelementary. Set 
)lpc := v WA C) 
z IN,.(D):D( I” 
where (D) runs over (D) E C(N) with D < Q. Then by Lemma 4.4, we have 
that 
INI,, rlpH E R(Q), &- = Ind#C). 
If x is a character of G, then it follows from the Frobenius reciprocity (the 
projection formula) that 
COROLLARY 4.5 [3,8]. Let x be a character of G, then 
IGIx= \- -C lDl~(lH:Dlk,,)“, 
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where D and H are taken over cyclic subgroups of G and p is the Miibius 
function in elementary number theory. 
Proof: Take a prime p not dividing the order of G. Then clearly 
Q(C) = C and A(D, C) =,u(D, C) = ~(1 C: Dl), so the result follows from an 
easy calculation. 
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